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1. Introduction 
Autonomy can be defined as the capacity to make an informed and uncoerced decision [1]. 
Autonomously operating machines (e.g. self-driving cars, smart home, self-orchestrated 
production etc.) promise several key benefits: they can act quicker, more efficiently and 
economically, do not get tired, maintain their precision, deliver consistent and highest quality 
at reduced lead times and error rates etc.  
Former visions of completely deserted factories and ubiquitous driverless vehicles are 
replaced meanwhile by aspired cooperation of autonomous entities in a joint approach with 
human experience and flexibility where needed for the superior benefit. 
Undoubtedly, autonomous operation of machines enabled by self-learning and adaptable 
systems will increase the quality of our lives. It is, however, an essential prerequisite that the 
enabling electronics provide safe and reliable operation under any circumstances. This 
makes the availability of appropriate electronic systems an inevitable requirement for the 
autonomous operation of machines.  
 
 

2. Background Information 
Automated processes based on electronic control systems have already reached a global 
industry level. Characteristics are among others large horizontal and vertical integration as 
well as a strong interaction by means of the “Internet of Things”. Autonomous operation is 
an objective reaching well beyond this. 
As well as human decisions and autonomy are based on comprehensive knowledge, 
experience and the ability to assess information quickly, purposefully and “in the right way” – 
so is any degree of autonomy for machines necessarily based on multi-functional sensor 
systems providing information, processing capacities to compare a given situation to data 
available in a “knowledge base”, algorithms enabling predictive and adaptive actions, and not 
least on the actuators themselves to influence the environmental situation (e.g. to stop the 
self-driving car before an accident occurs). 
Per se, all electronics are “deaf, dumb and blind”. Every action electronics should execute 
must be defined in detail by persons designing or programming them. Even the so called 
Artificial Intelligence equipped with the ability of “machine learning” is in the end based on 
the deployment of algorithms that describe exactly what has to be done in a certain situation. 
Whereas the correctness of human decisions that we transfer to the formulated algorithms is 
scarcely provable, autonomous operation means that algorithms take decisions that 
influence the tangible world around us. Requirements for algorithms therefore have to satisfy 
even higher ethical standards than human action itself can meet at all. Nevertheless, pivotal 
questions linked to the related ethical challenges and ultimate responsibilities cannot be 
conclusively answered here.  
 
 

3. Obstacles 
As a matter of fact there are weak points in the available technologies that have to be 
improved, as well as strong reservations in the general public that have to be cleared up 
before the stepwise or even complete transition towards the autonomous operation of 
machines can be successfully accomplished. Here, we specify just some of them: 
• Machines lack intuition, gut feeling, common sense, creativity, improvisation talent etc.  
• Self-learning systems might also learn undesirable practices and “behaviour” patterns. 
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• It is hardly traceable what exactly a self-learning system has actually learned. Often it 
can be merely concluded from its actions. 

• Sensors can be manipulated e.g. to provide negative reports or to detect non-existent 
objects. 

• Attackers could analyse how the system works to find weak points for targeted 
intrusion. 

 
 
4. Conclusions 

The implementation of the vision of autonomous operation of machines requires electronic 
systems to establish smart networks with nodes on all relevant assets: equipment, 
infrastructure, environment, movables, feedstock, products etc. – and finally the affected 
persons themselves. 
• Well-defined and powerful hardware and software interfaces ensure the connection of 

all relevant entities as well as the flexibility to integrate additional devices, components, 
sensors etc. 

• All processes must become transparent providing the possibility to be virtually 
monitored. Self-organised actions must be executed in a safe and secure, resilient and 
zero-failure environment. 

• All related objects and processes from the tangible world need to be digitally 
represented as well (keyword: digital twin). 

• The affected persons are supported with the right information at the right time to 
achieve full awareness of the situation, to allow for action and regaining of control 
whenever necessary.  

 

To empower electronics as enabler for autonomous operation of machines the 5E 
project suggests a priority for the following seven issues in research, development, and 
innovation (R&D&I): 

• Next generation distributed sensor systems and actuating as key functionality for safe, 
efficient and optimised autonomous processes 

• Efficient and secure protocols and data transfer technologies for flexible and adaptable 
IoT systems to enable trusted solutions in data communication 

• Autonomous systems with a "trusted label" for protection of people and goods to be 
easily integrated into products, processes, and services 

• Self-repairing equipment that continuously analyses its own condition 
• Self-learning multi-sensing capability to monitor complex environment via extended 

networks of connected devices that allow event-based predictions 
• Big data analysis in integrated control loops to allow for reactions on short notice 
• Creating visibility or conveying information as instructive or preventive action to 

promote effective operation and physical safety 

To achieve the desired objectives it is also necessary to analyse and describe meticulously 
how the autonomous operation of machines shall be ramped up successfully and in a 
socially acceptable manner in every individual case – and in general as well: processes have 
to be entirely redesigned, core competences re-evaluated, and education has to cope with 
the changing environment. 
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5. Recommendations 
To strengthen European Sovereignty in the autonomous operation of machines and the 
development of the enabling electronics, we support and widen the recommendations 
already given by EPoSS in its respective position papers on automation [2]: 
• Set a legal framework for development, testing and use of autonomously operating 

machines. 
• Discuss liability issues with the stakeholders (industry, academia, public authorities 

etc.). 
• Foster a joint integration strategy based on e.g. a set of certain successive autonomy 

levels.  
• Establish centres for knowledge transfer of best practice into all relevant sectors and 

domains. 
• Create Living Labs to test the technological achievements and to include the general 

public.  
 
Driven by the requirements for the autonomous operation of machines, in future the 
seamless merging of multi-functional electronics can be expected. The related synergy 
between suppliers and users of electronics is expected to generate great potential for 
disruptive innovations emerging from a strong European ecosystem in electronics, covering 
trusted fab facilities, researchers and appliers as well.  

 

This Vision Paper is a result of the 5E project that reinforces collaboration and outreach of the 
electronics industry across Europe and supports its stakeholders in seizing opportunities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

                                                           
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autonomy  
2 EPoSS Position Paper: Smart Systems for the Automated Hospital, see https://www.smart-systems-integration.org/publication/position-paper-
smart-systems-automated-hospital  
EPoSS Position Paper: Smart Systems for the Automated Factory, see https://www.smart-systems-integration.org/publication/position-paper-
smart-systems-automated-factory  
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